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          Reformation Tours’ Guide to Luggage 

 

 

 

Two words say it best: Travel light. Airlines allow one checked suitcase and one carry-on bag plus a personal 

item. Be sure to attach the Reformation Tours baggage tags to both your suitcase and your carry-on bag. 

Baggage handlers will more easily identify your bags as you move from bus to hotel and back.  

 

 Checked Suitcase 

Your checked suitcase can be no larger than 62 inches (length + width + depth) 

including the handle, pockets and wheels. Make sure the suitcase is in good condition 

and we recommend wheeled suitcases. The maximum weight is 50 pounds (23 kg) and 

you should aim for less than that. Remember to leave plenty of room for souvenirs! 

Checked luggage should NOT be locked (except with TSA locks).  If you are traveling 

with your spouse, put some clothes in each other’s suitcases, in case of baggage delay. 

It’s also a good idea to take a photo of your checked bag.  

 
Please put the hotel list that we send you, (in your final documents), inside your suitcase 
on top of your clothes. If your bag is lost/found it can be forwarded to the correct 
address.  
 

 

 Carry-on Bag 

Your carry-on bag can be no larger than 45 inches (14” long + 9” high + 22” wide).  It 

can weigh no more than 40 pounds and you must be able to lift the bag into the 

overhead locker unaided.  

 

Checked bags do occasionally get delayed on flights, so we suggest including some 
extra items in your carry-on baggage. Bring a change of clothes, small toiletries (less 
than 3oz), and medications in their original containers, plus your prescription. We also 
recommend bringing some snacks.   

 

  

Personal Item  

In addition to your carry-on bag, you may carry one laptop-sized bag, handbag, or 

briefcase. The maximum dimensions are 35 inches (10” long + 9” high + 17” wide) and it 

should fit beneath the seat in front of you. Ladies - please have purses that are secure & 

zippered, preferably worn across your body. Men - please put wallets in your front 

pocket - much safer against pickpockets. We suggest a day-bag large enough to carry 

water, a rain-coat, camera etc., while you are out exploring.   

 

 

 


